
Lesson 12: Teacher Reference 1

Directions to the teacher for the Journey of the Carbon Atom game

1. Prepare the game

a. Print and cut out the station signs and directions.

b. Tape the station signs around the room; you will have nine stations. Place the

corresponding rules for each station near the station signs.

c. Place two coins for flipping at each station. You will need 18 coins total.

d. Place corresponding stickers to represent living  or nonliving things at each

station.

2. When the class is ready to play, evenly distribute all students among the nine different

stations (apple tree, maple tree, dandelions, ants, chicken, person, air 1, air 2, air 3).

3. When students arrive at a station, instruct them to do the following:  

a. Record that station location in the first column of their Carbon Journey Passports

(Lesson 12: Student Handout 1).

b. Put a sticker in the “Sticker” column to represent whether they are in a living or

nonliving thing. Use one color for living and another color for nonliving.

c. Flip two coins at the station.

d. Follow the directions at that station depending on what they flip:

i. Heads-heads (HH)

ii. Heads-tails (HT)

iii. Tails-tails (TT)

e. Record the mechanism, the molecule they become, and the next station in the

appropriate columns of their Carbon Journey Passports.

f. Then go to the next station.

4. At the person station, if a student lands on the class carbon spinner option, that

student rings the bell, comes to the front of the class, and spins the spinner while

everyone pauses to see what the spinner lands on. The teacher then reads out what

happens. See the “Class Carbon Spinner” section below.

5. The game ends when students have gone through 10 turns and recorded them on

their Carbon Journey Passports.

6. After students finish 10 turns, they can go back to their seats and create a map of their

carbon atom’s journey. Doing this will prepare them for the sensemaking discussion

after the game is over.

7. Have students practice one round at a station and pause to make sure everyone

knows how to play and what to write down.

Setting up the stations

Cut out each station sign. Then tape the station signs around the room, along with the directions for

each station, stickers, and two coins per station for flipping.
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Rules for the stations

A set of rules for each station will need to be printed and put at each station. You can

choose to have students help make these rules up. There are sample rules below.

Apple tree

HH: The carbon atom could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then the plant

would burn it for energy through cellular respiration and it would be released as CO . Go

back out to any open air station as CO .

HT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then it would be used by the plant

for growth and become part of the plant structure as a larger carbohydrate. And it would

stay in the plant. Stay in the apple tree as sugar. Record this on your passport and flip again.

TT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then an animal could eat it. An apple

fell on the ground, and ants came to eat it. Go into the ants as sugar.

Dandelions

HH: The carbon atom could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then the plant

would burn it for energy through cellular respiration and it would be released as CO . Go

back out to any open air station as CO .

HT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then it would be used by the plant

for growth and become part of the plant structure as a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. And it

would stay in the plant. Stay in the dandelion. Record this on your passport and flip again.

TT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then an animal could eat it. Go into a

chicken as sugar.
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Maple tree

HH: The carbon atom could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then the plant

would burn it for energy through cellular respiration and it would be released as CO . Go

back out to any open air station as CO .

HT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then it would be used by the plant

for growth and become part of the plant structure as a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. And it

would stay in the plant. Stay in the maple tree. Record this on your passport and flip again.

TT: It could turn into glucose through photosynthesis. Then an animal could eat it. A tree

farmer tapped the maple tree’s trunk, extracted the maple sap, and turned it into syrup. Go

into a person as sugar.

Ants

HH: The animals burn the sugar for energy through cellular respiration and release the

carbon as CO . Go back out to an open air station as CO .

HT: The sugar is used by the animals for growth and becomes part of the animal structure

as a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. Stay in the ants. Record this on your passport and flip

again.

TT: The sugar is used by the animals for growth and becomes part of the animal structure

as a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. Then another animal could eat them. The chicken finds an

anthill. Go into the chicken.

Chicken

HH: The animal burns the sugar for energy through cellular respiration and releases the

carbon as CO . Go back out to an open air as CO .

HT: The sugar is used by the animal for growth and becomes part of the animal structure as

a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. Stay in the chicken. Record this on your passport and flip

again.

TT: The sugar is used by the animal for growth and becomes part of the animal structure as

a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. Then an animal could eat it. A person has chicken for dinner.

Go into the person.
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Person

HH: The animal burns the sugar for energy through cellular respiration and releases the

carbon as CO . Your person had a concert and breathed you out as he or she was singing

your favorite song. Go back out to any open air station as CO .

HT: The sugar is used by the animal for growth and becomes part of the animal structure as

a carbohydrate, fat, or protein. Stay in the person. Record this on your passport and flip

again.

TT: Ring the bell! Come on down to spin the class carbon spinner!! After you spin, follow

the directions on the spinner. If you are not affected, flip the coins again at this station to

see where you go next.

Air 1

HH: The carbon atom goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the

apple tree as CO .

HT: It circulates around the atmosphere as CO . Stay in the atmosphere. Record this on

your passport and flip again.

TT: It goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the dandelions as CO .

Air 2

HH: The carbon atom goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the

apple tree as CO .

HT: It circulates around the atmosphere as CO . Stay in the atmosphere. Record this on

your passport and flip again.

TT: It goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the maple tree as CO .
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Air 3

HH: The carbon atom goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the

maple tree as CO .

HT: It circulates around the atmosphere as CO . Stay in the atmosphere. Record this on

your passport and flip again.

TT: It goes into a plant as CO  to be used for photosynthesis. Go to the dandelions as CO .
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Class carbon spinner

Create a large pie chart on the board with different options for the class carbon spinner

results. You can have students help make up these options. Once you create the pie chart

on the board, place the magnetic spinner

in the center.

If a student lands on the class spinner

option while at the person station, the

entire game comes to a halt. Put a bell or

something that makes noise at the

person station to signal to the class that

someone is about to spin and everyone

should pause. That student comes to the

front of the class and spins. Read out what

happens, then continue with the game.

Here are some examples of spinner options:

1. Forest fire! A fire burns down all the trees and dandelions. The carbon in these

plants is burned with O  and is released into the air as CO . Everyone at the apple

tree, maple tree, and dandelion stations, you’ve been burned! Go to an open air

station as CO .

2. Your person (someone the class picks) is hungry! This person has a big dinner of

chicken and waffles with maple syrup. Everyone at the chicken and maple tree

stations, you’ve been eaten! Go to the person.

3. Ants raided your picnic! Ants come and eat the chicken and apples left out on the

grass after your picnic. Everyone at the chicken and apple tree stations, you’ve

been eaten! Go to the ants.

4. It’s nighttime! No plants can do photosynthesis because there is no sunlight.

However, plants are still doing cellular respiration where the carbon in their

stored sugar molecules is burned for energy and  released as CO . Everyone at a

plant station, you’re being used as fuel for the plant and converted to CO ! Go to

an open air station.

5. Ants found sugar! Someone spilled the maple tree sap while tapping a tree and

left a puddle of it on the ground. Ants found the puddle and are quickly drinking it

up and taking it back to their anthill. Everyone at the maple tree, go to the ants.
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